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Hello, and I hope you have managed to read this 
report online

We are now back in line with the normal timetable of AGMs and today covers the 12 months to 
December 2021. Because we are only effectively covering 3 months, I will keep it short.


My report will cover the following:

1. Finance - What are we going to do about  our very positive bank balance?

2. Our events in 2021 Q4

3. This coming year there still will be many online events, in fact we don’t see these ever 

going away. What will we be offering?

4. We are desperately short of volunteers; please help


1. Finance

As you have just seen in the Finance report we had a positive balance of over £19000 in our bank 
account at the end of the year.


We pointed out last September :

• We already had the happy position of having a very positive bank balance. We therefore 

were looking at ways to use this.

• Evan Dawson, CEO of the RPS, put me in touch with Andrew Page, who is the CEO and 

founder of Positive View. This is an organisation/charity that helps disadvantaged young 
people through photography. This would fit with the RPS strategy of Photography for 
Everyone.


Since then we have been exploring ways that we could help Positive View, and now have the 
following agreed with RPS HQ:


• We will buying 10 cameras for Positive View to use with their 10 students who participate 
in every course. The approximate cost of this is c. £7k.


• We also be helping to fund a key project of the RPS itself; the Science Photographer of 
the year. This is a vital project to the RPS because xxxxxxx. The approximate cost of this 
is also c. £7k.


This will reduce our balance to around £5000, and we anticipate this to be easily enough to 
support any unforeseen problems
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2. Our events in 2021 Q4

We carried on with a significant number of workshops from Celia Henderson and Joe Houghton. 
We even had our first Face to Face event in November, when the subject was photographing 
Autumn trees. We hope to repeat this event for 2022.

We put on over 180 workshops in total last year, with, I hope, thousands of satisfied customers.


3. Our events for 2022

In a nutshell, we will be continuing to offer a significant number of courses online plus a few Face 
to Face as restrictions and condition allow. 

Celia Henderson will be offering 36 which are all 2 workshops long. The idea is to pick and 
choose what suits your requirements.

Joe Houghton will also be offering similar events exploring ways of improving your Lightroom 
knowledge.

Paul Stillman is busy looking at the Face to Face courses and these include Birds of Prey, RSPB 
wildlife and a visit to the Wildlife centre.

Melanie Chalk, who is a member of our committee is now on the DIG SIG committee, so all our 
events will be advertised by them. I am hoping that we can also find a way to advertise our online 
events nationally, some this it is very difficult at the moment. There is a new software system, 
called CRM, which apparent may help us with this. 

In the planning stage is an online LRPS advisory day and an ARPS Face 2 Face advisory day in 
Crawley Down


4. We are desperately short of volunteers; please help

This section is almost identical to the plea from last September. We are even shorter of volunteers 
now as Jan Beesley has left us after years of sterling service to the committee. 


May I say thank you to the committee for all their hard work? The remaining 5 of us all wish to 
stand again, and this is covered in the next section.

Finally, many thanks to all of our members in the SE for your support and encouragement.


John Gough 27/02/2022


